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What I'll talk about:

- Prototyping courses (with EFI and charities)

- Collaborate ♥ interactivity

- Pair programming moving online

- Badges: Small pieces of content

- 'Slides' videos and 'Code-Along' videos



Prototyping courses

Datakirk Data Literacy Evening Class EFI text mining bootcamp



Prototyping courses

Datakirk Data Literacy Evening Class

1 delivery
3 months long
2h class a week
20 learners

EFI text mining bootcamp

2 deliveries
3 day long
4h class a day
30 learners each delivery
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Interact with Whiteboard

Write/Speak

Video



Collaborate ♥ onboarding

steps of interactivity 

Raise Hand

Type into whiteboard

Interact with Whiteboard

Write/Speak

Video

Raise your hand if you can hear me

Write your name on whiteboard

Arrange names alphabetically 

Breakout room 'stand-up'





Age Friends list Religion

Medical Health Family Dating 

Sport Activity Voting Nationality

Banking/Debt Beliefs Mental Health

Purchases Personality Shop reviews

Movie likes Allergies Location

Food 
preferences

DNA Job history





the Navigator = reflective person, 
looks out for bugs, is a Rubber-Duck*

the Driver = active person, 
problem-solving, thinking out loud

Pair programming:
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They switch roles every 
10 minutes
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Sharing files:
- Noteable token
- Github

Pair programming:

Thanks to:
Charlotte
Fiona 
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Badges
Macro-pattern Learning Week: 4-5 Badges + Lab with Challenges

3-Week Block: 2 Learning Weeks + 1 Week with Assignment

Semester: 3 Blocks + Final Assignment



Notebooks and videos:
- voice-over videos with slides
- code-along videos with code
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